Etching Products

General Use and Information
Etching Paste

- Protect work area with non-porous covering.
- Clean surface to be etched.
- Trace and cut out design or use vinyl cutter to cut pre-cut stencils.
- Cover surface with self adhesive vinyl, paint mask or transfer tape.
- Use squeegee to rub down stencil edges removing any bubbles.
- Apply a heavy coat of Etchall etching crème to exposed areas.
- Let crème sit for 15 minutes.
- Return cream from used surface to container for re-use.
- Flush etch surface with water.
- Remove stencil under water.

Please read instructions on container for complete use.
Keep in mind that Etchall will etch any surface it comes in contact with that is porcelain, marble, stone, etc.. Make sure that your sink is stainless steel or you use a plastic container to rinse your product.
Dip & Etch

- Trace or use precut stencil as you do with etching fluid.
- Place your piece that you are planning on etching in a plastic container larger than your etching piece.
- Place something on the piece that you plan to etch to weight surface down.
- Pour Etchall dip and etch into the container to surround your product you wish to etch.
- Let sit for 15 minute.
- Return your dip and etch to original container for re-use.
- Flush etch surface with water.
- Remove stencil under water.

Please read instructions on container for complete use of product.
RESIST GEL

• This product is used to prevent etching around your edges and the surface that you wish not to etch.
• Apply a small bead around your stencil.
• Let dry until product is clear.
• Applying heat from a blow dryer will minimize the drying time.
• Once dry, begin to etch using the instructions of your product. After the 15 minute time, rinse as you rinse your etched product.

Please read instructions on container for complete use of product.
If you have any questions in regards to product, feel free to call us:
888-828-8776 x 226 or email: sales2@cutterpros.com

Happy Etching!